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Chonic fluid overload and 
mortality in ESRD

Zoccali C et al.
J Am Soc Nephrol. 2017 Aug;28(8):2491-2497.

Observational St.
26 countries
~ 40 000 patients
> 200 000 BMC
1 year follow-up



Excessive overload control 
consequences

• Intradialytic discomforts (symptomatic hypotension, cramps, headache, nausea, vomiting)
that increase the recovery time and consequently reduce the quality of life 
(QoL).

• Repeated discomforts lead to anxiety, accentuates the poor QoL and 
reduce the compliance to treatment.

• Reduced residual kidney function (RKF).

 Increased mortality



DW – Definition

• « The reduction of BP to hypotensive levels during UF, represented
the achievement of a dry weight status. » 
Thomson GE et al. Arch Intern Med. 1967; 120:153–167

• « DW is defined as the lowest tolerated postdialysis weight achieved 
via gradual change in postdialysis weight at which there are minimal signs or 
symptoms of hypovolemia or hypervolemia »
Agarwal R, Weir MR. Semin Dial. 2017 Nov;30(6):481-488.

→ DW is an estimated value (not an accurate
calculated value) based on clinical judgment.



Weekly / Monthly weight 
and DW variations

• Weight loss :
– Changes into lower caloric diet.
– Changes into higher physical activity.
– Other hypercatabolic conditions.
– « Third sector » fluid loss

• Weight gain :
– Changes into higher caloric diet.
– Changes into lower physical activity.
– Other anabolic conditions.
– « Third sector » fluid gain.



Daily weight and DW 
variations

• 24h physiological weight variations :
– Food time & nyctohemeral rythm of the appetite.
– Physical activity.
– Bladder content.
– Constipation.
– …etc…

• Extracorporal weight variation factors : Clothes & shoes, 
prostheses, diaper and urine bag, scales, weighing errors, …

 DW is highly variable 
 “Moving dry weight” concept



The « moving DW » 
concept in HD

• The end of dialysis DW is no longer an absolute goa l 
but a relative objective that can vary within certa in 
limits. 

• Moving DW depends not only on the clinical and 
paraclinical evaluation of the volume status, but a lso 
on the momentary tolerance to ultrafiltration.

• Moving DW requires a continuous evaluation.



Optimal fluid balance in the real 
world HD
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fluid balance in cardio -renal HD 
with a fixed DW system
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DW : Clinical evaluation

• Overload symptoms:
– Hypertension
– Peripheral edema
– Pulmonary edema (Dry cough, exercise dyspnea, 

orthopnea, crackling rattles)
– Effusions (hypoventilation / pulmonary dullness, 

ascites)

• Hypovolaemia symptoms:
– Hypotension, tachycardia, polypnoea.
– Vasoconstriction with peripheral and / or central 

hypoxemia signs (dry, cold and white skin; cramps 
and angina; confusion, coma; …).

– Skin dryness and xerostomia.

 Applicable to each dialysis session



DW : Paraclinical evaluation

• Overload confirmation
– TxRx / CTI – Tx-CT
– Labs : BNP, hyponatremia
– Pulmonary US.
– Bioimpedance

• Volaemia estimation
– Echocardiography
– Vena cava US
– central venous pressure 

measurement.

• Continuous online 
evaluation : Blood Volume 
Monitoring (BVM).



BVM : Principle

• Online continuous measurement of 
Hct during HD ultrafiltration :

 Changes in blood volume (% starting 
vol.): Relative Blood Volume (RBV) 

 Blood compartment refilling index



BVM profiles



BVM : Artefacts and limits of use

• Transfusions.

• Meal, change of 
position, exercise.

• Technical problems 
and repeated ECC 
interruptions.

Measurement of relative blood volume changes during  haemodialysis: merits and limitations.
Dasselaar JJ, Huisman RM, de Jong PE, Franssen CF.
Nephrol Dial Transplant. 2005 Oct;20(10):2043-9.



RBV and hypotension :
Critical RBV

• « An individual RBV limit exists for nearly all pati ents. In most IME-
prone patients, these RBV values were stable with o nly narrow 
variability, thus making it a useful indicator to m ark the individual 
window of haemodynamic instabilities. »



Critical RBV interindividual 
variability
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Critical RBV intraindividual 
variability

• Acute phenomena (Sepsis, cardiac failure, 
…): ↑ critical RBV

• Dialysate and External T° variations.

• Treatment modification (antihypertensives)

• …etc…



UF biofeedback guided by 
BVM : the controlled UF 

Objective: Optimize the UF to the vascular 
"refilling" in real time.

– Control volume contraction and reduce 
discomfort associated with an excessive UF.

– Improve control of fluid overload regardless 
of blood pressure.



Controlled UF devices : 

BVM – Blood Volume Monitor 
Improved blood pressure stability with blood 

volume controlled ultrafiltration



Baxter / Gambro design:
« Hemocontrol »

• UF guide by the «Hemoscan» 
(BVM), on an ideal profile 
dependent on an individual 
PV(~RBV) / UF (%/L) ratio.

• Critical RBV not taken into 
account. 

• UF supported by a continuous 
sodium (conductivity) dialysate 
adjustment.

• Minimal DW deviation allowed 
(± 300 ml) : Fixed DW system



Fresenius design:
« UFcontrol »

• UF guide on the BVM, with 
an individual maximum UF/h 
limit.

• Critical RBV is taken into 
account and customizes the 
system.

• No automatic sodium 
dialysate adjusted profile.

• A significant DW deviation is 
allowed (max ± 1000 ml): 
« moving DW system »



UF control with « moving DW » system:
Contribution in fluid balance 

management

• Optimizes the DW out of any clinical sign. 

• DW reduction is made possible despite of hypotension especially in 
cardio-renal syndromes.

• Differential diagnosis of volo and non-volo-dependent HT.

• Differential diagnosis of dyspnoea.

• Reduced need for paraclinical procedures → Cost reduction.

• “It's the machine that decides whether to draw. It depends on what 
you can give”. → Stop in time consuming discussions around the 
DW → Improvement in UF compliance.



UF control with moving DW system: 
A better control of HD discomforts

• Anticipation of hypotensive episodes.

• Disappearance of rebellious symptomatic hypotension.

• Reduction of cramps, nausea, and headaches.

• Disappearance of rebel cramps and uncontrollable vomiting.

→ Improvement of hemodynamic stability and preservation 
of Residual Kidney Function (RKF).

→ Improvement in session comfort, session compliance 
and psychological acceptance.

→ Improvement of overall efficacy.



Discussion :
Major « BVM » random study : 

• Intradialytic blood volume 
monitoring in ambulatory 
hemodialysis patients: a 
randomized trial. 

• N= 227/216 over 6 months

Reddan DN, Szczech LA, Hasselblad V, Lowrie EG, Lindsay RM, 
Himmelfarb J, Toto RD, Stivelman J, Winchester JF, Zillman LA, 
Califf RM, Owen WF

J Am Soc Nephrol. 2005 Jul;16(7):2162-9.

« IBVM was associated with 
higher nonvascular and vascular 
access-related hospitalizations 
and mortality »

! Not an controlled UF system !



Discussion :
UF-Control meta -analysis

• Biofeedback dialysis for hypotension and hypervolem ia: a systematic review 
and meta-analysis.
Nesrallah GE, Suri RS, Guyatt G, Mustafa RA, Walter  SD, Lindsay RM, Akl EA.

Nephrol Dial Transplant. 2013 Jan;28(1):182-91.

• "Biofeedback dialysis significantly reduces the fre quency of IDH. Large and 
well-designed randomized trials are needed to asses s the effects on survival, 
hospitalization and QoL."



Discussion: 
« UF-Control » random study : 

• Randomized Crossover Trial of Blood Volume Monitoring- Guided Ultrafiltration 
Biofeedback to Reduce Intradialytic Hypotensive Episodes with Hemodialysis. 

• Leung KCW, Quinn RR, Ravani P, Duff H, MacRae JM.
• Clin J Am Soc Nephrol. 2017 Nov 7;12(11):1831-40.

N= 16/16 over 22 weeks

« The use of blood volume monitoring-guided ultrafiltration biofeedback in patients prone to 
IDH did not reduce the rate of symptomatic IDH events »

No deviation of the DW allowed in the description of the technique 
Trials. 2014 Dec 10;15:483.

Not a « moving DW » system !



Conclusions

• For an optimal fluid balance control in HD :
– Minimize oral salt and fluid intake.
– Optimize sodium dialysate.
– Preserving RKF and diuresis. 
– Optimize DW.

• High variability of DW  « moving DW » concept 
 Improvement of hemodynamic stability, of fluid 
balance control and of QoL.

• The Fresenius BVM biofeedback guided UF system (UF 
control) is actually the only technique that approaches 
this concept, without additional cost.




